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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
ntlemen.

Good morning, ladies and

I would like to welcome everyone to this public

aring conducted by the Environmental Resources and Energy
mmittee on House Bill 1591 sponsored by Representative
ry Ann Dailey, a bill that would provide for water-well
nstruction standards.
I'm Representative Art Hershey, Chairman of
e Environmental Resources and Energy Committee.

And at

is time, the couple members we have I'm going to ask to
troduce themselves.

To my right is.

REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Good morning.

I'm

ry Ann Dailey.
MR. KUHN

I'm Thomas Kuhn.

I'm Executive

rector of the committee for the Minority.
MR. BROWN:

I'm Mark Brown.

I'm the staff of

e House Committee on Environmental Resources.

I'm the

jority staff.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
mbers.

But I don't —

art on time.
t bad.

We expect a few more

I'm like the t r a m s .

And we're down 5 minutes now.

I like to
But that's

But I'm not going to wait because you came, and

•re happy to have you.

And we're going to get started.

Today, we plan to hear from the Department of
vironmental Protection and others concerned with the
otection of the groundwater of the Commonwealth through
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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e establishment of standards for the construction of
ivate water wells and the gathering of information on
oundwater quality and quantity.
As we all know, the improper construction of
ter wells can lead to contamination of groundwater,
rhaps even the aquifers of the local community.

Also at

.is time, I wish to mention that I plan to hold one or two
ire hearings following this one on water resource
.nagement legislation this fall.
As usual, I ask our guests to attempt to keep
ieir presentation as brief as possible to have enough time
ir questions from members of the committee.

I also ask

tat members of the committee try to limit their questions
ring the first round and answers so that everyone has an
iportunity to do so.
As we have a number of guests that have agreed
> testify before the committee, I would like to proceed
rectly and ask Mary Ann, Honorable Mary Ann Dailey of
mtgomery County, prime sponsor of House Bill 1591, to
plain to the committee and everyone else present how she
icame interested in the issue of water-well construction
andards and provide us with some background and
[formation on the bill.

Representative Dailey, we look

rward to your remarks.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Good morning.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ke to thank Representative Hershey for convening this
aring on House Bill 1591, which establishes a statewide
andard for the construction of private water wells. More
ian 2 years ago, I was contacted by one of my constituents
mcerning a well on her property that was contaminated as
result of nearby drilling.
While investigating her concern, I learned
tout other constituents who had experienced bacterial
mtamination of their wells. Under —

it is estimated

iat more than 1 million private water wells exist in the
>mmonwealth and an additional 20,000 new water wells are
rilled annually.

Despite these statistics, Pennsylvania

smains 1 of only 4 states without statewide standards for
ie construction of water wells.
Under current Pennsylvania law, an individual
lller or contractor need only obtain a license or
igistration from the Department of Conservation and
itural Resources prior to working in the state.

This law

ies not require drillers to pass a competence examination
sfore they establish business as a well driller.
House Bill 1591 will protect public safety and
salth by:

1, setting minimum statewide standards for

•cation, inspection, construction, alteration, temporary
osure, and decommissioning of water wells; 2,
itablishmg criteria for licensing of water-well
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ntractors and certifying of water-well drillers; 3,
o v i d m g reimbursement for local agencies responsible for
spection and enforcement of water wells; and finally,
oviding a grant program to decommission water wells with
i restriction on whether the wells are created before or
ter these regulations went into effect.
Over the last few months, this legislation has
.ined support from 20 separate stakeholder groups.
icluded in these groups are the Health Departments of
•ntgomery, Chester, and Erie Counties; the Pennsylvania
oundwater Association; the National Groundwater
isociation; the Pennsylvania Environmental Council; 10,000
lends of Pennsylvania; the Citizens Advisory Council to
ie Department of Environmental Protection; the
mnsylvania Farm Bureau; the Pennsylvania State
sociation of Township Supervisors; the Pennsylvania
mncil of Professional Geologists; the Pennsylvania
iciety of Professional Engineers; the Pennsylvania
sociation of Sewage Enforcement Officers; the Susquehanna
ver Basin Commission; the Conservation of Natural
isources Advisory Council; the PA Municipal Authorities
sociation; the Conodogumet Creek Watershed Association;
ie Schuylkill Headwaters Association; the Yellow Breeches
tershed Association; and the Pennsylvania Bottled Water
sociation.
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Three previously mentioned groups, the
ivironmental Council, the Pennsylvania State Association
Township Supervisors, and the Pennsylvania Farm Bureau,
sre unable to attend today's hearing.

However, they

rongly support this bill and have sent letters to
taffirm their support.
The strong support afforded this bill speaks
>lumes, as each of these groups recognizes the importance
: preserving our most valuable natural resource, our
iter, and assuring a clean drinking water supply for
snerations of Pennsylvania.
Once again, I thank Representative Hershey for
mvening this hearing.

And I'd turn the microphone back

r

er to him.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

ipresentative Dailey.

Thank you,

There's a lot of homework that went

ito this, as you can tell.

And I feel the more background

>rk gets done on the bill, the better it's received to be
resented. And I'm glad to see the support there.
Before we go to the first speaker, I want to
ve time to the members that just arrived to introduce
lemselves here, starting to my left.
REPRESENTATIVE WANSACZ:

Representative Jim

insacz from Lackawanna County.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

I'm Carole Rubley from
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ester County.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you for coming.

d now our first speaker will be our Secretary, Department
Environmental Protection, Mr. Hess.
SECRETARY HESS:

Welcome.

Good morning, Chairman

rshey and members of the committee.

I very much

ipreciate the opportunity to be here today.
ve the testimony.

I believe you

And if I can take the liberty of

xhaps summarizing that in verbal form this morning to
•pefully keep you on time.
I very much do appreciate you having a hearing
i this very important water resource issue, setting
iter-well construction standards.

And I particularly want

i commend Representative Dailey and Senator Greenleaf for
teir efforts in working with a variety of groups to
oduce this legislation here and in the Senate.
I think today's hearing is just another
:ample of this committee's willingness to tackle some
•ugh Pennsylvania issues, tough environmental issues here
i Pennsylvania.

The passage of the Growing Greener

ogram, legislation to clean up more underground tanks,
ie expansion of the mine subsidence insurance program are
.st a few of the committee's recent accomplishments.
Just in the past few months alone, the
immittee has held hearings on waste truck safety, taken up
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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d acted on meaningful landfill legislation, approved
erator certification and laboratory accreditation
ograms.
The work of you, Chairman Hershey and the
mmittee, to raise awareness and concern for water
sources really began in earnest with the passage of the
owing Greener Program 2 years ago.

I can report to you

at Growing Greener has been a great success.
And I was very much encouraged that
dividuals, local officials, businesses, and farmers are
icommg involved by the thousands in community-based
forts to protect water resources and improve their
.tersheds.
This newfound sense of stewardship and caring
x our water resources is something that came through loud
d clear during my many visits to Growing Greener projects
1 over the state in the last few months.

You may be

terested to know that since April, I've visited projects
. 35 counties and got to see the results of this positive
ivironmental energy firsthand.
And Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to say, even
tough I visited 35 counties, I wanted to quash the
leculation that I'm running for Lieutenant Governor.
fact not running for Lieutenant Governor.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

I heard the rumors.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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SECRETARY HESS:

Did you?

Good.

Communities

ve also learned that they cannot separate water quality
d water quantity concerns or concerns about surface and
oundwater because they are all bound together in one
tershed system.
This concern for water expressed itself again
en we held 15 water forums all across the state in April
d May.

Over 1,700 Pennsylvanians attended the forum and

Id us what they thought their most important water
source issues were.
ose forums.

And I had a chance to go to 13 of

And boy, did we get an earful.

They told us a number of different things:
at we didn't know enough about how much water we have and
w it's being used.

In fact, only 5 percent of our

mmunities have a local water budget.

They told us we

dn't identify areas of the state where the demand for
ter has or will outstrip the supply in the near future.
In fact, today as we sit here, 45 counties in
nnsylvania are under a drought watch.

And we've been in

emergency drought condition in 4 of the last 6 years.
ey told us we don't do enough to conserve water and
omote water use efficiency.
Some water systems, for example, lose as much
40 percent of their water from the time it leaves the
eatment plant to the time it gets to your faucet.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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id we don't do enough to encourage groundwater recharge
d to improve water quality in the way we manage our storm
ter and, most importantly, that one-third of
nnsylvanians rely on wells for drinking water but those
lis don't have to meet any construction standards. As a
suit, our residents are vulnerable to illness and
oundwater contamination.
These forums were a very important step in
:lping to educate the public about water resource issues
id to creating consensus for action on water resources all
er the state. Although obviously we need to address
.ter resources in a more comprehensive way, for the
rposes of this hearing, I would like to concentrate on
ter wells.
As Representative Dailey mentioned, we do
ill anywhere from 15- to 20,000 new residential water
lis every year in Pennsylvania.

And each well creates an

iportunity for surface water pollution to find its way
.to groundwater and for pollution to travel from one
uifer to another underground.
As was mentioned, Pennsylvania is only one of
handful of states that does not set standards for the
instruction of private water wells. Although, we do set
andards for wells that are part of a public or community
ter supply system. We have no state standards covering
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ter quality in private wells to let users even know the
ality of the water that they are drinking.
Poorly constructed and abandoned private wells
e a documented source of health problems and groundwater
ntammation across Pennsylvania.

One recent study of

ivate water wells in the Lower Susquehanna River Basin by
e United States Geologic Survey found that nearly 70
rcent of the wells sampled had coliform bacteria present
such numbers that the water was not drinkable without
eatment.
Proper well construction can often
gnificantly reduce the risk of health problems by casing
e well and preventing contaminated surface water from
tering the well.

The only statute we have now is that

56 Water-Well Drillers Licensing Act, which is very much
bare-bones program.
But the law contains no requirements for
coming a licensed driller. And for example, I can become
licensed driller simply by forwarding the annual fee.
ven't seen a water-well drilling rig.

I

I haven't operated

water-well drilling rig, yet I could become a licensed
11 driller simply by sending in the fee.
We believe that any legislation to set
ter-well construction standards should address 5 key
ints.

We believe the current water-well program should
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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transferred from DCNR to DEP so that water resource
ograms are in one agency.

And I would add that Secretary

xver agrees with that recommendation.
Two, to enhance the existing program, there's
need to develop minimum requirements for testing and
propriate training of licensed water-well drillers with
put from an advisory committee that includes drillers,
blic health officials, hydrogeologists, and the public.
quiring an examination to obtain a license and continuing
ucation requirements to keep that license should help
sure the quality of workmanship of licensed drillers.
Three, we recommend that minimum statewide
andards for siting, construction, alteration, and
andonment of water wells be developed through the
gulatory process. This would allow for significant
blic input as Pennsylvanians help us to develop the
andards.
Water quality testing should be required on
1 new wells to be used for human consumption, and the
suits should be provided to the well owner and DEP to
iprove our knowledge of groundwater resources throughout
e state.
Four, we recommend local agencies that now
ve water-well ordinances or regulations be allowed to
ntinue those programs as long as their requirements meet
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ie minimum standards set by the state.

They could adopt

id enforce more stringent requirements as long as they
m't conflict with statewide requirements.
And finally, we suggest well drillers be
(sponsible for providing a written certification to well
rners that they have performed work in accordance with the
w construction standards. Well owners will be able to
sek redress against any driller who did not meet those
;atewide standards.
I'm very pleased to say that House Bill 1591
id Senate Bill 870 contain many of these provisions. I
>uld, however, suggest the committee look closely at the
ty the legislation proposes to implement a well inspection
rogram.

The bill includes a mandate that counties and

>cal government implement the program in much the same
Lshion as the current Sewage Facilities Enforcement
rogram.
To support a well inspection program of the
.ze and scope contemplated by the legislation, the per
sll fee authorized by the bill to support the program
>uld need to be the equivalent of over $650 per well
llled each year to cover both state and local costs of
[ministration.
The current budget conditions being what they
:e, I believe we should work together to find a simpler
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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d cheaper means to achieve these worthwhile objectives.
a m , I would like to personally commend Representative
lley and Senator Greenleaf and all the others who have
>rked so hard to bring this issue to the public's
tention.
And particularly, Representative Dailey, you
.d I have had a chance to meet with our respective staffs
< discuss this issue in detail. And I appreciate your
.me and attention to that.

I * d be happy to answer any

estions you may have on our testimony or water-well
sues or water resources issues. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you, Mr. Hess.

I

LS sort of surprised by your next to last paragraph at the
>st of inspection.
SECRETARY HESS: Right.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

I know our county has a

ter-well inspection fee because I drilled a well in 1980
d drilled one again 2 years ago. And that —

we had to

asure and mark where it was from the road, from the
lldmg, from the sewer.
But I forget what the permit was.
$50.

I'm not sure.

But do you feel that —

I think 35
how do you

me to that fee?
SECRETARY HESS:

I appreciate that question.

e bill, as it's drafted, sets up a program that sort of
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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rallels the Sewage Facilities Enforcement Program.
esently, the Department provides 50 percent of the cost
administering that program to counties and local
vernment.
That 50 percent is roughly $5 million a year.
d if you add then the 50 percent that is covered by local
nicipalities, you're talking about roughly —
iese are very rough numbers —

and again,

a $10 million-a-year

ogram to enforce sewage facilities requirements.
Interestingly enough, because of that
xallel, there are, as we have mentioned, roughly about
,000 wells drilled a year.

There are roughly anywhere

stween 15- and 20,000 sewage and septic permits issued a
iar in Pennsylvania.
So setting up a parallel system would, again
try roughly, involve a fee of we think about $650 but at
:ast probably several hundred dollars to support that
iughly $10 million cost a year.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

That's well drilling and

iwage enforcement?
SECRETARY HESS:

Yes.

But again, the bill as

.' s drafted sets up a system that' s very similar to the
.y we regulate on-lot septic systems.

And learning from

iat experience, we did the rough calculation on the
iter-well side.
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
ive at this time.

Thank you.

That's all I

And I'll go here to my left with —

s have several more Representatives.

oh,

Why don't you

ltroduce yourselves.
REPRESENTATIVE FREEMAN:

Representative Bob

reeman, 132nd District, Northampton County.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Representative Sara

:eelman, 62nd District, Indiana and Cambria Counties.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Is there any questions

:om the members at this end of the table?
MR. KUHN:

Secretary Hess, it's been stated

sveral times that Pennsylvania's one of the few states
imaining that does not have statewide regulations.

Why do

>u think that is, and why do you feel it's neglected for
u s long?
SECRETARY HESS:

Again, I can only speculate.

ve been through at least one other attempt to set
iter-well standards.
jo maybe now.

And that was, I guess, about 8 years

I think the key difference then and now is

le fact that Representative Dailey and Senator Greenleaf
id others chose to work with the groups that are involved
l this.

And that's a key, obviously, to whatever you do

l legislation.
Before, I don't think folks took the time you
jeded to work with the groups, didn't get to critical

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ss.

And there was a lot of opposition from farmers and

wnships and a lot of different folks to dealing with that
years ago.
But now I think because of Representative
.iley's efforts working with the groups, the time is
ght.

And I think in addition to that, I think the

owing Greener Program that was passed by the General
isembly created a new awareness about water and
Ltersheds.
I think people are much more conscious of
iter and the need to protect ground and surface water.

So

think in a sense, the moon and the stars are lining up so
iat now is the right time to address this politically.
iere before, there was a tremendous amount of opposition
i something like setting standards.
But I do want to make one other observation.
think the water-well drilling industry itself has gotten
igether and become more professional, witnessed the
isociation and their active involvement m

our water

irums in April and May of this year.
MR. KUHN:

What steps would you recommend we

>uld implement to lower the cost per well based upon your
alysis and comparisons of sewage enforcement?
SECRETARY HESS:
ungs.

Again, we're always balancing

I guess we, we would put more of the focus on the
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ter-well driller and the licensing and the requirement
at they provide certification to the property owner that
ey have drilled the well and done the well according to
andards and also the notification to the property owner
at the water quality testing showed whatever it showed.
I think we need to —
ternative approach —

under our sort of

and hopefully we can provide you

th some suggestions in the near future on that —

under

r approach, we would, we would put together an education
ogram through a lot of different folks, including
altors and others, about what the rights and obligations
someone are who has a well drilled, along with specific
>tice requirements when properties turn over and things
ke that to get the message out that this is the standard,
is is what, what you are entitled to and this is what you
ould be looking for.
And obviously, we would, in that concept also,
so respond to complaints and yank the license of anyone
o is not following those, those standards so that the
illers don't get to continue that kind of activity all
er the state.
MR. KUHN:

Thank you, sir.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

presentative Dailey.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Thank you.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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airman Hershey.

Secretary Hess, I'm just pleased to see

at you agree for the most part with the bill and that I
lieve that we're willing to work with the Department

m

.anging anything that may need to be added to the bill
th the realization that the stakeholders need to play a
intinued role in that process.
SECRETARY HESS:

Absolutely.

We're very much

believer, as you know, in folks being involved in things
Lat are going to affect them.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

Representative Rubley.

REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Thank you, Mr.

[airman. And thank you, Mr. Secretary, for your comments
•day. And I would say, based on your comments and history
it there, that the time is not only right for this kind of
.11 but long overdue.
I was taken by your one statement of one
icent study of private water wells in the Lower
squehanna River Basin, that the USGS found that nearly 70
ircent of the well samples had serious coliform bacteria.
m wondering, in addition to that study —

we're going to

s hearing about Chester County's program that has been in
ace, the regulation program, for many, many years later
as morning —

has any studies been done that could show

>w that program has worked in comparing it to, say,
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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ntamination sources elsewhere in the state?
And have we done any other studies in other
rts of the state to show the extent of the contamination?
SECRETARY HESS:

I believe the USGS study was

e of the most comprehensive we've done so far.
y we, we —

or that was done so far.

anted to it in the testimony.

That's

That' s why we

If I could maybe ask Stu

nsell, Director of our Bureau of Watershed Conservation,
ybe he could enlighten us.

Stu, any other studies you

ow of?
MR. GANSELL:

No, we don't have anything that

very recent that would be relevant at this time.
SECRETARY HESS:

I think one other, other

iurce of information to look for, obviously when, when
'Iks are applying for Penn Vest Grants to update or extend
terlines or water systems or to improve sewage systems,
ere' s a lot of work done to get background on what' s the
oundwater contamination situation in those areas.
But we have not assembled that information,
t that would be on sort of a community-by-community
sis.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.
Does that conclude,

presentative Rubley?
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Yes.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

How about on this side?

have one comment to make, not on the bill but experience
at happened in our community about 10 years ago. We
nted a neighbor's farm.
ntoured.

And it was high.

It was

And we had a 3-inch rain, and it had run off

wn into the woods over some neighbors' lawns.
And a neighbor came into my office. And she
iid we have to change the way we farm because they got a
»t of pollution in their well.

And this puzzled me

icause they had only lived there about 4 years. And I
Lid, Well, didn't the well driller leave 18 inches of
.pe?

She said, Yes, but that was hideous.

She said, I

Ld my husband get a torch and cut it off.
And I said, Well, that's why they left that
iere.

You can get a bird feeder or a bird bath to set

er it.

But I said, When it rains that amount of rain, we

in't, we can't control where it goes.

But that was so

Lfortunate because it's just ignorant of standards, not
en only law.

But that's what happens.

And, you know, your water in your community,
Lether it's a public facility or in the ground, it's a
fe blood of the community.

And if we can keep that

ean, our health would be better.

So Mr. Secretary, thank

•u for coming.
SECRETARY HESS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Now I'd like to welcome

panel of representatives from the Pennsylvania
oundwater Association and the Council, Pennsylvania
uncil of Professional Geologists.

I understand that the

presentatives of the Groundwater Association will present
brief presentation highlighting their key points followed
some overhead projector demonstration from the
presentatives of the Pennsylvania Council of Professional
ologists.
Before we start, Representative Mcllhinney,
uld you like to join us on the panel?
Ilhinney from Bucks County.

Representative

Very well.

Whenever you

Iks are ready, you can please begin, whatever your plans
e.

Thank you for coming.
MR. RAAB:

nel.

Good morning, Chairman Hershey and

I'm Richard Raab.

I'm President of the

nnsylvania Groundwater Association.

On behalf of the

nnsylvania Groundwater Association, I would like to
press our strong support of House Bill 1591, proposed
ter-Well Construction Act.
This bill is to protect the 2 1/2 million
oundwater users and the 20,000 new wells drilled each
ar in the Commonwealth.
llowing:

The bill addresses the

The legislation will institute a water-well

nstruction licensing program, establish minimum
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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andards, enforcement mechanism through trained
spectors, advisory committee to set up regulations,
rmitting of new wells and completion reports to record
ter quality and consumption, legislation will be
lf-fundmg, legislation will provide grant funding as
eded.
We feel the legislation will probably add
out 3 to 5 percent on new construction of wells that
rrently do not meet the regulations.

I would like to

ank Representative Mary Ann Dailey for her efforts on the
oposed legislation that has the support of many
akeholders and many of her peers.
The Pennsylvania Groundwater Association, in
dorsing your legislation, strongly believes that final
gislation on residential well standards must not be
luted to a voluntary program.

We also believe that the

gislation should stand alone and not become part of the
ditional related water legislation.

Thank you, Chairman

rshey.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

And before

continue, I'd like each member of the panel to introduce
emselves.

I have a couple names here.

I'm sorry.

I don't have all.

For the sake of the audience, would the rest

troduce themselves?
DR. GIDDINGS: Good morning, Chairman and
JENNIFER P. McGRATH, RPR
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nel.

I'm Todd Giddmgs from State College, Pennsylvania.

m a member of the Pennsylvania Groundwater Association
d a consulting hydrogeologist.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
DR. EMRICH:

Thank you.

Good morning, I'm Grover Emrich.

m a representative of the Pennsylvania Council of
ofessional Geologists.

I'm a consulting hydrogeologist

i Chester County.
MR. WRIGHT:
ight.

Good morning.

My name is Dick

I'm a member of the Pennsylvania Council of

ofessional Geologists and speaking on their behalf this
irning.

I'm also a consulting geologist licensed in the

immonwealth of Pennsylvania.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

And then you

iy proceed.
DR. GIDDINGS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

As a

oundwater scientist, I'd like to share with the panel
•me additional study information that was conducted by the
: Geological Survey at the end of 2000 and at the
iginning of this year.
They sampled 78 household wells located near
fricultural land use in the following counties:

Perry,

imberland, Dauphin, York, Lebanon, Lancaster, Chester, and
mtgomery.

They look for total coliform bacteria, which

e, of course, indicators of contamination.
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alyze specifically for E.coli fecal coliform bacteria
dicatmg fecal matter contamination.
Of the wells that they sampled —
re 78 —

and there

they found that 75 percent of the wells that had

e E.coli fecal coliform bacteria were ungrouted; that is,
d not meet the standards of the legislation m
91.

House Bill

They also found that the bacteria were more likely

be found in wells that were not grouted and did not meet
e standards of the legislation.
And they also found in nonlimestone rock that
e longer the well casing, the lower the total coliform
cteria count, indicating that well construction does have
very important role relating to quality of water produced
om residential wells.
I would also like to share my personal
perience in that I operate a certified bacteriological
ter quality testing laboratory in State College.

And I

>ok at the 261 residential water-well samples that we have
alyzed so far this year.
We serve Centre, Mifflin, and Huntingdon
unties.

And I was not surprised to find that 57 percent,

149 samples, contained total coliform bacteria and
erefore were nonpotable.

This to me, as a groundwater

lentist, strongly underscores the need for this
gislation.

Thank you.
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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

You're welcome.

I think

i'll hear from all the panelists; and then we'll, then
i'll take questions.

Thank you.

DR. EMRICH:

You can proceed.

Mr. Chairman, members of the

mse of Representatives Committee on Environmental
isources and Energy, my name is Grover Emrich.

I'm a

igistered professional geologist in Pennsylvania and
iveral surrounding states.
I've worked on groundwater research in
sgulatory agencies here in Pennsylvania and for the last
I years have been a hydrogeologic environmental
>nsultant.

It's my pleasure to strongly support House

.11 1591.
I've been a geologist for almost 50 years,
.nee I graduated from Franklin and Marshall College in
.ncaster.

I have a Master's in geology from Florida State

nversity and a Ph.D. from the University of Illinois with
minor in civil engineering.

My major was geology.

And

ie training was in groundwater geology because that's what
i called it several decades ago, many decades ago.

Now

.'s called hydrogeology.
From 1956 to 1963, I worked m
iction of the Illinois Geological Survey.

the groundwater
Half of our

.me was spent in research, and the other half was dealing
th the public and the public problems.
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me I became intimately exposed to the water-well drilling
ofession and well drillers; although, the first time I
llled, worked with a water-well drilling rig was back in
55 in Florida.
At that time, most of the well drillers were
ing cable tool rigs.

Since then, the well drilling

ofession has certainly progressed through mud rotary, air
tary, and now hammering with air rotary rigs.

A modern

i l l m g rig would cost over a half million dollars.

It's

complex piece of machinery and, to be properly used,
quires well drillers that are knowledgeable in well
illmg.
In the early 1960s, the Illinois Geologic
rvey started the environmental geology field.
imarily with groundwater quality.
ojects.

It dealt

I worked on several

And in 1963, I was hired by the Pennsylvania

partment of Health, which is where the water, groundwater
ality program was to begin.
Pennsylvania was the first state in 1963 to
ve a groundwater pollution control program.
y that I started that program.
nted a house east of Harrisburg.
ttled, my wife got sick.

I'm happy to

I moved to Harrisburg,
When we were getting

Shortly after that, I got sick,

ten our 3 children got sick.
We went to the local doctor.
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r

sentery.

The doctor took care of us, cured the

sentery.

Then I checked the water well for water

lality.

Working for the Health Department, that sounded

etty logical, and being a groundwater geologist.
Well, there was fecal coliform in that well.
>od reason for it.

Oh, I forgot to tell you.

•ctor also owned the house.
>ing.

The local

So he had a good business

How was that well constructed?

Here we are east of

irrisburg in a fractured shale, highly fractured shale.
The casing was driven into the fractured
lale.

It fractured even more.

inulus around that casing.
.ow-through system.

There's no cement in the

It was just a guaranteed

Any pollution that was shallow in the

ibsurface went right down that well and caused pollution.
Unfortunately, this practice was done almost
• years ago.

And to the best of my knowledge, it's still

ung on east of Harrisburg.
irther east.

It's just going further and

They're drilling more private wells in this

ractured shale.
We need passage of House Bill 1591 to ensure
lat only knowledgable well drillers practice in
snnsylvania; that there are adequate well construction
:andards; and to ensure the future health and safety of
ir citizens.
Presently, well drilling rigs are licensed.
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cretary Dave Hess wouldn't get a license as a well
iller.

But if he had a rig, he could have his rig

cense.

Anybody can operate a well drilling rig. All we

ve to do is pay a fee.
In the drilling, or the licensing of well
illmg rigs, it requires that well information be turned
to the Pennsylvania Geologic Survey, the PGS.

I feel

rongly that this is where it belongs for the well
cords.
When I left Illinois in 1963, we had a half
llion well records. We used those continually.

Not just

:& research people, industry used them for the development
ndmg of mineral resources.

It was a great boom to the

onomic development of the state.
I came to Pennsylvania, and I looked for where
e the well drilling records.
d, in round numbers, zero.

There were none. And we

I think it's really pathetic.

day, with this voluntary system, we're now up to about a
arter of a million well drilling records in the
nnsylvania Geologic Survey.
But they estimate that maybe 25 percent of the
lis that are drilled have records sent in to them.
nscientious well drillers like Mr. Raab and some of the
hers are certainly sending them in.

The vast majority

e not.
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Right now, I'm completing a major water
ssource project.

Some of the surrounding residential area

e on private wells.

All of the wells were drilled since

te passage of the bill, the Well Drilling Rig Act.
ire looking for records on these wells.

We

We could find

iss than a quarter of those records.
This required us to do a lot of costly work to
.nd out information about those records, cost our client
Lite a bit of money, which it shouldn't have.

Plus, the

ical citizens were not comfortable with what the condition
id quality of the water was in their records because —
leir wells —

or

they had no idea.
I'd like to make several specific comments

»out House Bill 1591.

The setting of standards for

irtification of water-well drillers and well contractors
i a large step forward in protecting the groundwater
isources in Pennsylvania.
Location and construction standards are sorely
seded —

not just in '63 when I moved here but today —

otect the public health and safety.

We need statewide

iiformity of standards, a wonderful step forward.
ied —

We

and I think the creation of a water-well

instruction fund will certainly be important in the
icommissioning of water wells.
I strongly support that the Water-Well
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nstruction Technical Advisory Committee and the
rtification boards be composed of technical members who
e experienced in the groundwater field.

This is a

cessity.
It's also a requirement that the water-well
iforcement officer be trained and experienced in basic
drogeology if he's going to be out there inspecting these
.ter wells.

Ideally, it would be great if that person

so had a college education.

But even if he doesn't, it

i necessary that he knows hydrogeology.
I think that the Pennsylvania Geologic Survey
lould continue as the sole agency collecting and
untaining the records of all the well drilling records.
ley should be able to publish and distribute this
iformation.

And they should receive the necessary funding

om the act.

Copies of the drilling records then could be

iintained by other agencies as necessary.
One item that I feel very strongly about that
ie committee should consider is the decommissioning or
•andonment of wells, not just a few wells but all wells,
iter wells, not just domestic but industrial, commercial,
id especially monitoring wells.
Thousands and thousands of monitoring wells
e being drilled in this state for the last decade because
groundwater pollution problems or surface pollution
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oblems.

These abandoned wells offer a direct conduit

to the groundwater.
It's a problem I've been dealing with since
e 1950s out in the Midwest.

It's getting worse.

It's

t getting better as we abandon more wells.

House Bill

91 is a great step forward as now written.

It will

otect groundwater resources.
It will put teeth into the well drillers
gistration.

It will protect the health and safety of the

tizens of Pennsylvania.

It can be run successfully, as

u'll hear in a few minutes from David Jackson of the
ester County Health Department.
It's time for Pennsylvania to move into the
st Century.

Only 4 states do not have registration.

ke to see that to 3 states in the near future.
r your attention.

I'd

Thank you

I'd be pleased to answer any

estions.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you, Mr. Emrich.

d we'll continue with the rest of the presentation.
'11 be happy to entertain questions.
MR. WRIGHT:

Chairman Hershey, members of the

use, thank you for allowing us, this public audience to
nvey our, to convey both our objective and perhaps in
me cases some subjective thoughts relative to the need
r the Water-Well Construction Standards Act presented in
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use Bill —

this is going to be difficult.
If I talk loud, how does that sound?

n you hear me back here?

Okay.

I can't talk when I'm sitting

my brain, I guess. But I'd like to focus us for just a
:cond on a schematic picture of what presently occurs when
water well is drilled.
A larger diameter bit drills this access hole
ttween those 2 yellow lines down into the top of the rock.
id at that point, a smaller bit goes inside the casing and
ills the open rock hole down below the water table,
•pefully encountering fractures in the rock that will
•oduce water.
It is not customary for most water-well
•ntractors to install grout. Many don't —
i—

excuse

many don't even put a seal on the casing.

it a drive on the casing.

They don't

Technically, if they do drive

, fracture of the rock, no grout goes in the hole.
And so we have this annulus that's open here
tat conducts contaminants from the surface down along the
.pe and into the water well.

And that's the lead and

>cal in this House Bill 1591. What we're trying to
icomplish is to take that well and turn it into this well.
You can see here that this annulus is grouted
• protect. The integrity of the subsurface is restored.
iter will percolate at the natural rate that it did
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rough the soil prior to drilling of the well.
ow what the static water level is here m

We will

the well

cause the standards will require it.
We will be able to require positive grading
ove the well to keep water away from this casing that has
en grouted and repaired, the integrity of the subsurface.
will have adequate casing below the top of rock in which
put that grout seal.

The open rock hole will be here as

ways.
Hopefully we can get a lithologic description
at will be accurate to go on those records that are
nveyed to the geological survey.

And we can, with the

mp that is installed in the well, very economically
nduct a short pumping test to determine what the quantity
water is as well. And this can go on.

It depends upon

st.
The chemistry of the water is incredibly
portant.

And we need to get out of this mind-set that

ter is free. Clean air is not free.
ee.

Clean water is not

Anything subject to contamination costs money to

ean up and/or protect.
And we need to spend the dollars to protect
e integrity of water and to know how much is available.
d we can accomplish this through this technical advisory
ard, the regulations that come out of House Bill 1591 to
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complish these things.
I'd like to finish up here after showing you
e pictures with answers to some questions that I gave to
e Citizens Advisory Council.

They wanted to know what

e relative merits of establishing domestic water supply
instruction standards of Pennsylvania were.
Well, we'll have sanitary protection.

That

.11 have information that gives us an assured well yield.
:'ll have clear water.

We'll protect public health and

fety and promote its welfare.

We'll have steps towards

ought year management because we'11 understand how much
iter the well can produce.

It will aid our Basin

•mmission/Regulatory Agency in water resources management.
id we can preclude contamination caused by inappropriate
icommissioning.
Pennsylvania, as Grover said, you can drill a
>le.

Anybody can drill a hole.

It can be a terrible

de; it can be a wonderful hole.
andards.

But there are no

And they sit there, and they become the

ipositories for whatever mother nature can flush into them
icause we have no abandonment standards at all.
We can also generate significant revenue from
ies.

Water is not free.

People who want to put in water

dls need to pay a permit fee.
sadvantages or drawbacks?

Also, what are the

Well, you heard from Secretary
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ss that it's going to cost $650 to manage the program.
Fifteen thousand wells are drilled.

And

i,000 wells and $10 million is, you know, $650.
iter-well contractors need an upgrade for stratigraphy,
isic hydrology, and administration.

Many of these well

scords are so incomplete and untrue that you can't believe
••

To get a well record that says red rock, blue
»ck, gray rock doesn't tell anybody anything about the
ibsurface.

And there are records that are coming in in

ist that form.
> the user.

Well, there's going to be some added cost

But people need to pay for water.

And it

>es increase the bureaucracy.
Would the creation of a water supply
instruction standard result in meaningful benefits to the
.tizens?

Well, it certainly will improve the standards.

le quality of groundwater will be improved by obviating
irface water infiltration —

they call this surface

iter infiltration protocol or a SWIP test in the
spartment -- from both used and unused wells.
The assurance of available drawdown and well
.eld will be provided from that pumping test that gets run
.th the pump that is purchased by the homeowner.

And this

[formation will enable us to maximize drought year well
.eld by drilling, having the well deep enough and knowing
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>w much available drawdown you have wxthin the well.
Would the added costs of construction
:andards justify the need?

These things can happen. We

in predict the timing and mitigate the drought emergency
.ke a good groundwater monitoring program.

We can improve

le quality of the waters of the Commonwealth.

We can

rotect the Commonwealth's future water supply by some very
.mple chemical tests that can be run on the water that' s
imped from the well during that pumping test.
Who could best develop the standards?

Well,

te Water-Well Technical Advisory Committee as defined in
>use Bill 1591. It's comprised of people, stakeholders,
jople who are professionals, people who know what they're
>ing when it comes to groundwater and its quality and its
tantity.
Another question:

Who could best regulate the

:andards?

This is something that is subject to many

unions.

The Pennsylvania Bureau of Topographic and

sological Survey now serves as a clearinghouse for
Lter-well information within the state, and it has for
sars.
I don't know how many years. About 30 to 50
( my guess. Another organization could be Pennsylvania
!P regional offices. You could create a whole new agency
> handle it. Would the creation of domestic water supply
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andards require the creation of a certified contractors
ogram?

Absolutely.
We are way behind the state of Maryland, we're

iy behind the state of New Jersey in water-well drilling
id testing.

The examinations have been developed.

It's

•stly to develop the examination, but we have examinations
r

ailable in our neighboring states.
The test has already been developed.

It's

ien administered for years. You won't any longer have
sople operating a half a million dollars worth of
[uipment that don't understand the technology associated
.th the occurrence, movement, quantity, and quality of the
iter.
And I'm almost finished.

What are the

>tential ramifications of a certified contractors program?
ill, there will be some consternation among substandard
llling contractors. Nobody wants to be tested.

No one

mts to have their integrity or their capabilities
lallenged.
There will be some complaints from well owners
r

er cost because we have brought up a society that

slieves that water should be free. We need to change that
tought.

So in the interest of public health, safety, and

slfare, Pennsylvania will have improved water-well
•ntractors, improved water quality management, improved
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ought management, and it will have responsible protection
the public's health and safety.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

at was very, very interesting because a lot of us, I
ink, saw wells being drilled and we never saw what's on
ther side of them or what can be done or what isn't done.
d I'm not so sure the 2 wells I drilled in 1981 were up
' date as that.
I want to now recognize Representative Miller
om York County —

raise your hand —

just arrived.

ve a question to start off with Mr. Giddings.

I

The wells

tat you surveyed and found a pollution of 75 percent of
tem, is there any indication of how many of those were too
ose to the septic system on those properties?
DR. GIDDINGS:

I believe the wells met the

0-foot isolation distance requirement.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Did they?

DR. GIDDINGS: Yes.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

That's amazing because I

ow some wells don't meet that. And I was informed that
me are right near the system or in the system.

But if

ose were, if they met the 100 feet, that was something I
nted to know because that eliminates some of that issue
en.

I'm going to start to my right this time.

presentative Dailey.
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REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:
rshey.

Thank you, Chairman

Mr. Raab, can you tell the panel what a typxcal

ter well costs right now to drill by a contractor from
e Groundwater Association7
MR. RAAB: A good bit of that depends on the
pth of the well and the geological formation.

But the

erage well in our area runs somewhere around 3- to
,000, in that range.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

And that's in

utheastern Pennsylvania?
MR. RAAB:

In Bucks County.

REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

In Bucks County.

Do

>u have any idea of what, based upon this program, what
at change might be?
MR. RAAB:

For an unregulated well, it could

crease the cost somewhere from 3 to 5 percent.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

So we're not talking

out a great deal of money?
MR. RAAB: No.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

In your estimation,

uld a voluntary compliance concept be effective, or would
u prefer a certification program for enforcement
ficers?
MR. RAAB:

I'd prefer a certification program

n by trained inspectors, and the Pennsylvania Groundwater
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isociation would be very willing to help to set up
andards for these inspectors.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Thank you. Dr.

.ddings, can you tell me who pays the cost for the
•ntammation for well water aquifer that is determined to
\ contaminated?
DR. GIDDINGS: First of all, the homeowner
iys the cost in medical bills and in treatment equipment
iey have to pay to install so they can drink their well
Lter and protect their health.

And then secondarily,

sighbors and citizens over a wider area pay for it if that
iproperly constructed well causes impact to the
Lter-beanng strata so that the contamination affects
iighboring wells.
So the cost becomes much wider because it can
ipair many acres or tens of acres and render the water
•npotable.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Thank you very much.

tat's all, Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
xole.

Thank you. Next,

Representative Rubley.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

Thank you, Mr.

lairman. And just a quick question for Mr. Giddmgs.

The

GS study survey that was done in numerous counties,
tester County being one of them, I know your sample size,
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their sample size wasn't very large.
But did they break it down in comparison by
unties?

I'm just curious as to whether Chester County,

w they fared in relationship to the other counties?
DR. GIDDINGS:
e 78 wells by county.

I do recall that they tabulated

And to meet their requirement that

e well be residential and near agricultural land use, the
mber of counties that I listed had a wide variation.
me counties only had 1 or 2 wells that were part of the
erall study, and others had more than a dozen.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
a fair comparison in that
DR. GIDDINGS:

So it really wouldn't

—

No.

It's unfortunate that

cause of the small sample size, 78 wells, there isn't the
wer statistically to reach sound and definite conclusions
out some of the questions that are on all of our minds;
at is, does a county with a program now for proper well
nstruction that would meet the House Bill 1591 standards
ow markedly better water quality than a county that
esn't have such a requirement and has similar geology?
And I do not know.

I went and searched for

udies in the research libraries at the Pennsylvania State
iversity and was not able to find specific studies to
swer those questions.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:

That's too bad.
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ank you very much. And thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
at.

A follow-up comment to

I drilled 2 wells in 1981. And I didn't have to get

permit in Chester County.

Then in 1991 and 19, or 2000,

i did have to get a permit and do all the measuring and
1 that.

So I see the importance of it.
And next down the line, Ron, do you have

ything?
REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

No.

And now Representative

eelman.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Thank you, Mr.

[airman. The bill proposes that we require counties to
.re water-well enforcement officers. Are there
nicipalities that now have ordinances that call for
milar kinds of enforcement officers?

Are there any of

ese sorts of people currently operating in the
immonwealth?
MR. RAAB:

I could answer that for you.

:ere's 2 counties, Montgomery County and Chester County.
>th have well programs in effect and are working very,
ry well.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

And what —

how many

ter-well enforcement officers do they employ, do you
ow?
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MR. RAAB:

I don't know.

DR. EMRICH:

Dave Jackson of Chester County

11 be testifying in a few minutes, and I'm sure he could
dress those specific questions. Montgomery County's
ogram is now 5, 6 years old.

It's a new program.

ester County started in 1981 just after Representative
rshey drilled his wells in 1980.
You see what has happened —

and I think what

ur question really begs is the fact that only 2 counties
the whole state have any regulations really about the
llling and completion and inspection of individual
sidential wells. That leaves us what?
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Fifty some —

No. As a matter of

ct, you just answered, I think, my line of questioning
cause what I wanted to move on to was whether we had any
ea what kind of training and background water-well
forcement officers would need to have and also how many
ople might be out there at this point who would have that
nd of background and training and what the potential of
r postsecondary educational institutions would be for
oducing the water-well enforcement officers that we will
ed if this bill becomes law.
DR. GIDDINGS: The training program would deal
th the specific details Mr. Wright illustrated on the
erhead graphs so that the inspection officer knows, first
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all, the critical requirements of the regulations that
uld implement the legislation and understands how the
fferent components of the construction requirements
otect the environment.
And a training course with both classroom
ainmg, visual aids, and then an actual visit in the
eld —

meaning outdoors while a well was being

instructed — would be the training program, to take
dividuals that had an interest in becoming a well
forcement officer through that and then give them a
ltten examination to measure their capability, that
ey've learned the material and know how to carry out
eir duties.
The group of sewage enforcement officers go
rough a parallel type of technical training, both in the
assroom and in the field, and do take a written exam to
ow their capability and competency.

And the subject is

t so technical that it would require days or weeks of
aining.
So it would be available to sewage enforcement
ficers that wanted to broaden their technical expertise
d area of capability.

Township engineers, consulting

gmeers, and consulting geologists would all be
ndidates for the training and testing program to achieve
e credential.
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REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Who offers —

what

stitutions currently credential sewage enforcement
ficers?
DR. GIDDINGS:

I believe it's the Sewage

forcement Officers Association in coordination with DEP
velop a technical program and offer training and testing.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:
imething that could probably be —

But this is

from the way you' re

scribing it, this is a program that a community college
an adult education program associated with a
cational/technical school could probably cover in, say, a
iek long workshop?
DR. GIDDINGS: Yes.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:
MR. WRIGHT:

Thank you.

Could I just add?

I think that

yone with a high school education and reasonable
chanical and scientific aptitude could readily qualify by
king the examination and going through the procedure.
REPRESENTATIVE STEELMAN:

Thank you.

No

rther questions, Mr. Chairman.
MR. KUHN:
udy.

Dr. Giddmgs, you mentioned a

I think you said of 78 wells in the county, 75

rcent were contaminated.

Was there correlation of

mpling of the, of the pollution with the land application
sludge in that study?
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DR. GIDDINGS:

I don't believe the land

plication of sludge was evaluated at all.

The

quirement was simply that the household well be in a
r t a m proximity to agricultural land in general crop and
vestock use.
MR. KUHN:

Since we have such expertise in

ont of us, can I ask a follow-up question?

Should we be

incerned with the contamination of groundwater by the land
iplication of sludge?
DR. GIDDINGS:

It certainly is a concern.

And

tere are requirements through the DEP regulations for that
ogram.

And those regulations require setback distances

id loading rates for the material on the ground and in
.ny cases follow on monitoring beyond just the content of
ie sewage sludge material but also in some cases to look
groundwater quality as a monitoring safeguard.
MR. KUHN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
imbers have —

Thank you.

Representative Dailey.

REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:
lairman.

Do any other

Thank you, Mr.

I wanted to just clarify one more point which

is brought out in testimony today, that the creation of a
ist or a curriculum will not have to be reinvented; that
ere are currently examinations and curriculums out there
at have been developed; there's a national standard.
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iu could address that one more time, please.
DR. GIDDINGS: Yes. As a groundwater
lologist, I proctor voluntary examinations for
mnsylvania water-well drilling contractors currently.
iose examinations were developed by and administered by
te National Groundwater Association, which is the parent
ganization of the Pennsylvania Groundwater Association.
And I have students, or contractors take those
:ams from 2 neighboring states, 3 neighboring states that
»w require examination as part of their licensing
:andard.

I have had drilling contractors come to State

>llege — where annually I administer the exams —

from

try land, from New York, and from New Jersey.
And those states have accepted these
itionally developed exams as an integral part of their
illing contractor licensing program.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:

Thank you very much.

tank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you.

And Dr.

ddings, you had some testimony early on in the beginning.
»uld that be written that we could hand it into the
immittee?

Did you have any written testimony on your

»mments?
DR. GIDDINGS:

Yes, I will provide a written

immary to the committee.
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CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
own.

He's back here.

And give that to Mr.

He will have written testimony,

irk, then for you at the end of the hearing.
iank you gentlemen for coming.

I want to

It was very interesting to

ive you folks share your years of wisdom on the subject.
iank you, Mr. Raab, Dr. Giddings, Mr. Wright, and Dr.
inch, for your testimony.
MR. RAAB

Thank you, Chairman.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
resented.

Very well professionally

Our final speaker is Mr. David Jackson.

He's

:om my home county of Chester, Director of the Chester
>unty Health Department, also has a lot of years of
:perience with guiding that department.
Lckson.

And thank you for coming.

Welcome, Mr.

And whenever you're

tady, you can proceed.
MR. JACKSON:
onbers of the board.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman,

I would like to mention starting off

iat I've had 35 years of experience in environmental
;alth programs, which include water supplies, on-line
swage systems particularly, and other environmental health
•ograms.
This experience has been largely in Chester
(unty; although, some of it was with the state as well.
:'s been mentioned this morning several times about the
tester County water-well program.

We did initiate a
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ogram, a very comprehensive program, which I will
scribe briefly.

And I can certainly answer questions at

e end.
We started our mandatory program in 1983.
at's why your wells, Mr. Chairman, in '81 were not
rmitted by us. We did have a voluntary program that was
effect in the late '70s. And I think there's been some
ncerns about possibly having a voluntary program
atewide.
Our experience with our program is it just did
t work. We tried this in a number of areas, and it just
d not work.

The mandatory program was put in place.

In

ing so, we worked with the local water-well drillers of
e county, working in the county, had a very cooperative
lationship with them.

And they were in fact very

pportive of our program.
House Bill 1591 is very similar in many ways
the program that we've had in place for some time. We
have a driller licensing program.

We work initially

th the National Groundwater Association in developing
is and putting that in place. There's no continuing
ucation requirement, but there is an initial testing
quirement.
We do have a requirement for individual wells
be permitted and we have —

particularly dealing with
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11 construction, which was mentioned here by the previous
nel.

And I think it's extremely important.

We also have

d certain water quality testing requirements.

We test

r 10 different parameters, or we require the homeowner to
e a, or the driller to use a DEP-certified laboratory to
st for 10 different parameters, specifically getting into
ter quality issues.
Our program, by the way, was developed using
a model the Maryland program and also information at the
me from Wisconsin.

I say this because Maryland has had

e program in place for years and years.

And again, I

ink it's, it's really too bad that Pennsylvania does not
ve a program in place.
And that's why I strongly support this bill
cause I think Pennsylvania is way behind in protecting
s, the homeowners and property owners of Pennsylvania.
give you an idea, we issue 1,500 —
erage —

this is on the

1,500 water-well permits a year.
Chester County is a very rapidly growing

unty.

And this 1,500 is on the average.

There's been

mes we've issued more than that and times we've issued
ybe 100, 200 less.

We also issued 2,000 on-line sewage

rmits in Chester County.
And it's been basically 2,000 on-line sewage
rmits year after year since the early 1970s.
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at kind of indicates the growth rate. And that also was
e of the reasons that we felt in the late '70s we needed
water-well program.

There are a lot of on-line sewage

stems going in in the county.
There were certainly isolation distances
quired in the Act 537 standards.

However, we felt we

ally needed to protect the wells because we found we were
t getting wells that were grouted.

We were getting

ried well casings, which very often contributes to
cterial contamination, as well as other problems.
I might mention or it has been, I guess,
ntioned here that we're 1 of 2 counties statewide that
ve this program.

Montgomery County developed their

ogram a few years ago modeled after, I think, our
ogram.

There are some municipalities across the state,

I understand, that have programs either through the
cal municipality; but these are very, very few.
When we started our program in 1983, I think
ere were 5 out of 73 municipalities that had such
ograms.

And I would submit that the ratio is probably

e same statewide. And those programs varied all over the
ard.

There were a lot of them that had regulations on

e book, and they never were enforced.

They did nothing

th the program.
The other thing that I might mention is that
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>unties, generally speaking, cannot set up, at least as
resently written in the legislation, cannot set up
iter-well construction requirements unless they have a
>unty health department.
We do have a county health department, but
lere's only 6 of the 67 counties in Pennsylvania that have
>unty health departments.

So the other counties that do

>t have county health departments, I think it would be
sry difficult —

I suppose it' s not impossible —

but it

mid be very, very difficult to set up a county-wide
rogram.

!
The municipalities certainly could.

But

jam, as they develop their individual programs, the lack
I consistency would be a real issue there that has to be
salt with.
There's been some discussion about fees.
>plication fee right now is $125 per well.

Our

We figure that

ir program runs approximately $250,000 for the 1,500 well
srmits that we issue.

And if you do the figuring, $125

>vers approximately 75 percent of the cost of the program.
Chester County and the county budget, county
>mmissioners pick up the rest of that cost basically.
>uld question Secretary Hess's statement of $600.

I

It may

srtamly be more, by the time you work in your bureaucracy
: state government, than our program.
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But 600 would seem high to me.

I would think

ire in the neighborhood of maybe $200 or something like
iat. We do have the advantage in our program of, we use
le same staff in issuing well permits that issue sewage
srmits.

So those individuals are out there.

le sewage program.

They know

They know the lot. They're on the lot

good many times for every house that's built. They know
le isolation distances for the sewage system.
So we are able to, you know, use those staff.
id we've trained them.

Again, working with the well

nllers, our staff, our environmental health specialists
> have college degrees; although, I don't think that's
jcessary throughout the state of Pennsylvania.
The training is the important element, which
is discussed just a few minutes ago.
s, could be developed, I think.

The training could

And other sewage

iforcement officers across the state could, I think,
isily fit into, into the program if they so wish to do it;
: it could be the township municipal engineer or others.
This program is not as complex as the Act 537
rogram. And if we can develop and implement a program for
17 —

which I know has rocky edges maybe to it sometimes.

it again, it's a very complex program when you get into
.1 the different types of on-line systems that there are
i fact installed in Pennsylvania, from drip irrigation to
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evated sand mounds and so forth.
This is a relatively easier program, at least
my estimation, to implement than that program certainly.
implemented our program with virtually no complaints.
e well drillers were satisfied with it.

The builders in

e county have been satisfied with it.
I think they appreciate the fact that when
ey build a house and they sell it to somebody, all the
formation is there on not only the sewage system but on
e well and water supply, too. And the homeowner knows
at that's a good well that at least they're getting
itially.
Certainly, if you go down the road, and as you
intioned Representative Hershey, and somebody goes out and
ts the well casing below the ground surface, that's
rtainly not something we want. And that is in fact a
oblem, but that happens rarely.
People will cover it up in some way maybe.
t, you know, they certainly shouldn't cut it off.

But we

d have virtually no complaints, and we still don't have
mplamts with it. I think it works very well.

I think

's essential in protecting the public health of the
sidents of Pennsylvania whether you're in the
rthwestern part of the state, which is where I'm from
aginally, or in the southeast, which is where I live now.
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I think our rural residents, our small towns
d those people who have individual wells in those areas
serve this kind of protection ;just the same as those of
in Chester County.

It's not something where you're

king individual rights away.
You're actually providing them a better
oduct and a safe water quality.

And they know that in

ct they won't have disease problems and they won't have
spend money necessarily on additional treatment and so
rth if in fact they have a problem.
The USGS study was mentioned.

And while I

ven't looked at it in a couple weeks, Chester County was
eluded in that study.
. Chester County.

The study only covered a few wells

And as I recall the study, there was,

looked at wells and the quality of water in wells that
sically met the requirements, the construction standards,
d those that did not.
And I think our county came out, as I recall,
etty well except for those wells, strangely enough, that
re drilled before 1983. And also, there was one concern
out insect resistant caps on the top, top of the wells.
d that is something that's coming out I think in
sconsin again and some of the Midwestern states where
ere is a need for that kind of a cover, which is not
rmally installed by well drillers today.
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We changed our requirements earlier this year,
r regulations.

And we in fact require that now.

lllers were very supportive of that as well.
sy thing to do.
lot.

Well

It's a very

It's a little bit more expensive but not

And it does save a lot of aggravation because with

ie covers that we used before, insects, even mice can
awl up and go m

and drop down the well.

And you have,

rviously, a contamination problem.
So that is something that I think is
iportant.

But I think the study in the other counties to

ie west of us pretty much indicated, that do not have
•nstruction standards or requirements, indicated there
ire more problems simply for that reason.
I think there's been concern, too, about the
ionomic well-being.

And I think good water, safe water is

isolutely necessary if you're going to, if you're going to
stter the economic conditions of the local community,
Lether it's the rural areas, small town areas, whether
.'s the eastern part of the state or the western part of
ie state.
I think if there's water there and it's good
iter, protected water, and the construction standards are
i place, I think there's actually a better chance that a
immunity is going to get a small industry, a small
isiness.

They're going to get increased numbers of homes
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.d so forth.
It just doesn't make sense to me at all that
iere's concern about the fact it's a rural or small town
ea because I think everybody should be entitled to the
me safe and potable water.
The program I think needs to be systematic and
,er friendly, and that's difficult in the enforcement
•ogram. But it can be done, and I think it can be done
le way it's outlined in this bill.
>luntary programs will work.

I don't think

They aren't uniform.

And I

»n't think they're necessarily just.
House Bill 1591 provides all the elements, I
ank, that are necessary.

And I think those people who

afted that bill need to be commended for developing this
i an excellent way.

I support it.

I support it because I

link there needs to be specific statewide, consistent
atewide requirements for the construction standards and
ie testing of wells.
I think because it establishes a statewide
rogram for testing for the actual construction, that's
scessary in the developing of requirements for the fact
iat it will have trained water-well enforcement officers.
think that's necessary.
I think you have to have this kind of a
ogram, and you have to have those kind of people in
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ace.

And I don * t think it's going to be all that

.fficult to develop that with the training that was
sntioned here earlier.

Plus the fact that I think there's

pool of people out there, many of them sewage enforcement
Ificers right now, that are trained in this area, as I
sntioned earlier, without a lot of difficulty.
That * s what we have done, and I think it works
jry well.

I think it's important to establish the

iter-well advisory committee to have a technical
>mmittee.

The sewage advisory committee has a technical

>mmittee very similar.
jars.

I served on that committee for

It's worked very well.
The state does come to us.

The only thing it

ly do sometimes is slow changes down and recommended
sgulations and whatever.

But I think sometimes that's

>od because it takes in all the different parties and all
le different thoughts and so forth.

And the final product

( much, much better.
The application fees, I think there has to be
>me application fees.
s developed.

What they are, that can certainly

And I mentioned our fees.

And I think, you

LOW, we do it to offset the program costs.
ier fees.

I don't think they're excessive.

They're the
And it does

; least seem to work for us.
I think Mr. Emrich and some others mentioned a
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.ttle earlier about the decommissioning of wells.

This is

program that we in fact have in place. And I think it is
•propriate to have this.

I think he mentioned all the

>nitoring wells out there that have been drilled, and
lere are literally thousands of those.
We do permit those in our program as well.
m not so sure that Montgomery County does, but we do
tat. And we do require the closing of those wells when
ley're done with them because they just act as another
:raw in the ground for environmental pollution.
And I think it's important that those wells,
len they're done using them, done testing, that they be
.osed up properly.

I think, you know, all these elements

:e part of 1591. And I think it's very important to have
us program, the Water-Well Construction Act or a program
.milar to that, as part of the State Comprehensive Water
jsearch Management Program.
I think this is an essential part of it. And
: it's not done right, I think there could be some real
roblems and issues with this.

So I encourage you to

ipport this bill and the other House members and the
tnate to pass this.

It's long overdue in Pennsylvania,

sry long overdue in Pennsylvania.

If I can answer any

lestions, I will.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you, Mr. Jackson.
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fore I entertain any questions, I would like the
mmittee and the audience to know that my experience
sn't difficult.

It wasn't a lot of red tape. And I

lied my well driller. And this wasn't from a new house.
The house was an old, old farmhouse with a
nd-dug well that whenever we got heavy rains, the water
t cloudy.
lorine.

It would clear up, and we would treat it with

But as —

residents the last couple of years

xen't happy with that. They said that's uncalled for.
And I did then go to the office.

The well

iller said, Can I get the permit or can you get it?
said, Oh, I can get it to save some money.

And

But I went to

r Southern Chester County office and talked to Mrs.
mderson.

She gave me the 2 sheets of paper.
And all you have to do is measure how far from

ur septic system.

You can't be closer than 30 feet to

e road, 30 feet from a dwelling.
ttle diagram.

And then draw that on a

And I'm not an engineer.

But I could, I

•uld measure and draw.
And then I put stakes around.

And the

ntleman from the office came out and looked at it and
:ayed it, and we drilled the well.

Then they came

ck and tested the water and checked it off.
,s —

And so it

and by me doing that myself, I learned how the

ocess works and saved a few bucks, which back on the
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rm, that's xmportant.
Thank you, Mr. Jackson.

Now I'll start with

u, Mary Ann.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:
rshey.

Thank you, Chairman

Just a comment, Mr. Jackson.

You might be able

' add some information to this as well.

But I know that

. Potter County where there has been a proliferation of
:velopment right now and there are no county-wide
andards, that they had drillers up there who have been
illing unsuccessfully in that they have been getting salt
ime, oil, and gas.
And so the cost, the overall cost to the
immunity has been much more than it would have been had
iey done it correctly.
MR. JACKSON:
oblems in the county.

Yes, that's true.

We have some

And sometimes even with the best

sology, you don't know necessarily what kind of water
>u're going to get or how deep you're going to have to go.
id we have wells from 100 feet to 700 feet.
We have wells in certain areas of the county
iere they have to go down 700 feet and they get maybe a
:lf a gallon or a gallon a minute.
fficult.

I mean, it's very

But again, that's one of the things.

At least

ten you get the water, you can test it, find out what's in
••
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I might add, we laid our program also to the
ate/federal superfund sites, particularly the federal
per fund sites. And we have 11 of those in the county.
d if a well is going to be drilled that's relatively near
the EPA zone, if you will, around that site, we require
ditional testing even beyond the 10 parameters.
So it's a program we coordinated with the DEP.
.' s a program we coordinated with EPA so that we can go in
id do all organic compounds, if necessary.

I mean, you're

iding to the expense when you get to that.

But again,

. * s important around a superfund site to know what kind of
Lter you will in fact get.
REPRESENTATIVE DAILEY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

Representative Rubley.

REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
Lairman. And welcome, Mr. Jackson.

Thank you, Mr.
I'd like to, first of

.1, thank you and Ralph DeFazio for the help that you
ovided to our staff m
: this bill.

the construction and development

You've been very, very supportive and

ilpful. And we appreciate it because you have more
:perience than anybody else in the state.
MR. JACKSON: Thanks.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY: And I also appreciate
•u bringing up the need for a technical advisory committee
(presenting the regulated community to help develop the
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igs and participate in this process.

Just one question.

is the health department kept any statistics on the
icidence of polluted wells before and after this program
int into effect?
MR. JACKSON:

Not before. We didn't before;

though, we had a number of instances and problems that
>.d us into the regulations that we developed.

And we had

icidents where pest control people would drill a well near
foundation of a home and hit pesticides or hit —

I'm

>rry.
They would —

the pest control operator would

>me in and put his termite control down along a house
>undation. The chemical would go right into the well
scause it was very close. And we had one case where it
mtaminated 2 other wells, neighboring wells because of
iat.

Yeah, I can give you case histories, you know,
.tuations where we've gone into this.

There still

icasionally are problems with even existing wells that
ive been drilled properly that we find that there is
mtamination.

That's one reason we require the testing.

A lot of times, it's because the driller or
ie pump installer does not properly disinfect the well
ter he does his work; and the first water the people get
: in fact contaminated.

And once they disinfect, go back
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, retest, the water's okay.
But there are some that do require treatment.
d we do require treatment devices for total coliform
cteria; for nitrates, which is a problem in some areas of
e county; and also for turbidity.
at we require.

Those are the ones

But we don't have any.

We are developing, in the process —
've been doing this for the past year —

in fact,

a GIS program

at will actually monitor some of these things and put it
gether.

But we have all our well records for the last

-plus years, almost 20 years.

We have those records.

If a homeowner or a new homeowner comes on,
ys the property and they're interested in either their
wage or the water, we can pull that for them.
at information.

We have

So if there was the time and the money

pull all that data together, we would in fact do that;
t we haven't been able to.
REPRESENTATIVE RUBLEY:
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

Thank you very much.

Yes.

Representative

Her.
REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:
airman.

Thank you, Mr.

Mr. Jackson, you, I believe, touched on my

estion a little bit.

About 1,500 permits on average, or

proximately, issued per year.

About how many might be

med?
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MR. JACKSON:

There are very few denied

cause, first of all, we site the well.

So that before

iey even drill the well, the well is properly sited; and
i check that. The only other problem that comes into play
the situation where they have bad water quality for one
the, total coliform bacteria as an example.

But that

n be treated.
So there are not denials like you would
>rmally have in on-line sewage system, for example.

It's

irmally a matter of going back, working with the driller,
irking possibly with the, with the builder in some cases.
i have had cases where they have a faulty permit and
Ley've had to close the well and redrill another one. We
ite to do that.
We not only issue the initial permit to drill
te well, we give a final approval to use the water so that
ie homeowner can't go in or anybody can't go in and start
ing that well until there's a sign-off.

So it's very

milar to the on-line sewage program in that respect.
So —

but it's not a denial. And we try not

• do that, to be very honest with you.
REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:

If you —

on another

lestion, if you issued a permit in the area of the
iperfund site and you required greater testing, whether
.'s for volatiles or whatever, and the water tested okay
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d you issued a permit, is there any follow-up testing
cause that, you know, the plume might be reversed or
ound flows might be reversed with the new well in the
ea?
MR. JACKSON:

No, we have not done that.

We

ght put a statement to the effect on the permit or a
•ndition that the homeowner check it within a year or
atever, the builder, whoever.
at case.

Usually the homeowner in

We have worked with EPA so that EPA is aware of

ie way this goes.
And one of the problems that we've had is many
mes, EPA will develop their treatment scheme not thinking
•out how an area will be developed.

And when they develop

ieir scheme and start pumping and treating the water, they
ddenly find that the water is going a different direction
.tirely because there's been homes installed in there,
ere are new development.
So we tried to work with them in that respect
> make them understand they have to look at that, too.
d we will go out.

I mean, if somebody calls us and it

ppens to be in an area that might be a superfund site and
ere's an existing well and they want treatment, we will
> out.
I mean, but we don't do it on a consistent
sis.

We just don't have the staff to follow up on a well
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ke that. But we will work with them.

And if it's

cessary, we will go out or EPA will.
REPRESENTATIVE MILLER:
ckson.

Thank you, Mr.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:

estions.

Thank you. No more

Thank you, Mr. Jackson, for coming and sharing

ur experience.
MR. JACKSON:

Thank you.

CHAIRPERSON HERSHEY:
mmittee hearing to a close.
mmittee members —

That brings our

I wish to remind our

I mentioned to guests —

that the

mmittee will meet next Tuesday, October 30th, 10 o'clock
Hearing Room 2 in this building, North Office Building,
consider House Bill 1591 sponsored by Representative
lley and also House Bill 539 sponsored by Representative
orge.

Thank you very much for coming.

And that ends the

aring.
(Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing
adjourned.)
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